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This study predicts the nonlinear response of a cantilevered carbon nanotu-
be(CNT) for biomolecular mass sensing using simple mechanical model
analysis. The electrostatically resonating CNT cantilever can measure the
frequency shift due to the added mass such as virus, bacterium and various
macromolecules on the CNT. The analysis model of the resonating CNT has
geometric and inertial nonlinearities to understand the complex nonlinear
phenomena as increasing the applied AC and DC voltages with attached
mass on the CNT. The CNT cantilever as a nanomechanical biosensor shows
nonlinear frequency amplitude and phase responses such as softening at
primary resonance through saddle-node bifurcation, and subharmonic reso-
nance through period-doubling bifurcation with different attached mass and
Q-factors.
Figure 1: Concept of electrostatically actuated CNT cantilever.
(a) Without tip mass (, ) (b) With tip mass (, )
Figure 2: Frequency response of CNT cantilever on and (mass ratio ).
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Nanopore based DNA sensing methods use electrophoresis to drive negatively
charged molecules through nanometer sized pores and monitor the change in
ionic current to examine the length or sequence of DNA molecules. It is an in-
expensive and attractive alternative to traditional sequencing and analysis tech-
nologies as it is a label-free, amplification-free, single-molecule approach that
can be scaled for high-throughput DNA analysis. Nanopores have been shown
to be a versatile platform capable of sensing subtle changes in the structure of
biomolecules.
We report the development of robust multilayered graphene-Al2O3 nano-
pore platform for sensitive detection of DNA and DNA-protein complexes.
Graphene-Al2O3 nanolaminate membranes are formed by sequentially
depositing layers of graphene and Al2O3 via atomic layer deposition. Sub-
sequently, nanopores were formed in these stacked membranes using an
electron-beam sculpting process. The resulting nanopore architecture is me-
chanically robust and exhibits state-of-the-art low electrical noise. The plat-
form was used for detection of both DNA and protein DNA complexes and
showed the ability to differentiate structural changes like folding and
protein binding. The structure can also be used for electrostatic potential
control at the nanopore surface to guide ionic current and possibly translo-
cation velocity. The combination of simplicity and versatility makes nanopores
an attractive platform for medical diagnostic applications and DNA
sequencing.
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Nucleosomes are the fundamental packaging unit of chromosomal DNA in eu-
karyotic cells. Its partial or complete assembly/disassembly and positional
variations on DNA are key to epigenetic regulation of gene expression. We
apply the nanopore detection system, in two complementary configurations
to distinguish different nucleosomal substructures as well as their position
on DNA. First, we show detection of different histone complexes and com-
pare them to complete nucleosomes and poly-nucleosomes. We find that
a well resolved ionic current blockade signal through a nanopore distinguishes
populations of these structurally distinct macromolecules, namely the histone
monomers, tetramers, octamers and complete nucleosomes. This presents
a first comparative detection of proteins, protein-complexes and protein-
DNA assemblies using solid-state nanopores. Secondly, we have developed
a new method to supplement video microscopy based optical tweezers trans-
ducer, in conjunction with nanopore current measurements. We show prelim-
inary data of using this methodology for detection of bare DNA and local
protein structures bound on DNA traversing through a nanopore in a controlled
fashion.3703-Pos Board B564
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To study cell electroporation, entrance into or efflux out of the cell of fluorescent
dyes is often studied. However, when a cell suspension is exposed to high-voltage
electric pulses, various electrochemical reactions occur at each electrode-solution
interface. One of these reactions is the oxidation of themetal ions of the electrode.
As a result of this, metal ions are released from the anode into the solution.
In this study, influence of iron ions released from the stainless-steel anode on
the fluorescence of the fluorescent molecules was studied. Calcein, which is
used in studying cell electroporation, as well as anticancer drugs porphyrin-
sulphonate and adriamycin, which can be used in combined application of
the electroporation and photodynamic tumor therapy, were used.
Iron ions suppressed the intensity of fluorescence of adriamycin, porphyrin-
sulphonate, and calcein in solution. In the presence of 2.5 mM Fe3þ, fluorescence
of porphyrin sulphonatewas suppressedby100%, and adriamycin - by50%.When
mouse hematomaMH-22A cells preloaded with calcein were treated by a square-
wave electric pulsewith the duration of 2ms and the amplitude of 1.6 kV/cm, a de-
crease in the number of fluorescent cells was observed: after the incubation for
5 min only 50% of cells were still fluorescent. However, when the cell suspension
was supplemented with 0.55 mM FeCl3, quick decrease in the number of fluores-
cent cells was observed.When 5min had passed after an electric pulse (2min after
the addition of Fe3þ ions), the fraction of fluorescent cells was only 25%.
Therefore, the iron ions released from the stainless-steel anode can quench the
fluorescence of the molecules not only in the solution but inside electroporated
cells as well.
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The innate immunity, acting as the first line of host defense, finely senses and
adapts to foreign challenges through complex intracellular and intercellular net-
works.Differential endotoxinpriming and toleranceelicitedbymacrophages serve
as classical examples for the complex adaptation of innate immune cell. Upon re-
petitive exposures to different doses of bacterial endotoxin (lipopolysaccharide) or
other stimulants,macrophages showeither suppressedor augmented inflammatory
responses, compared to a single exposure to the stimulant. Endotoxin priming and
tolerance are critically involved in both immune homeostasis and pathogenesis of
diverse inflammatory diseases. However, the underlying molecular mechanisms
are not well understood. Through a computational search in the parameter space
with a coarse-grained three-node network
system, we enumerated all the network
topologies that can generate priming or
tolerance. Three cardinal topologies for
priming (pathway synergy, suppressor
deactivation, activator induction) and
one for tolerance (inhibitor persistence)
were discovered. These novel topologies
not only explain existing experimental
observations, but also reveal intriguing
test scenarios for future experimental
studies clarifying mechanisms of endo-
toxin priming and tolerance.3705-Pos Board B566
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